TOTAL NUMBERS YEAR WISE
TKR 1,93,897
PRIMARY TKR \( (n=1,83,384) \)
AGE DISTRIBUTION
AVG 64.20 Year
AGE DISTRIBUTION
MALE Vs FEMALE

Avg Age Male: 67.08 Yr
Avg Age Female: 63.15 Yr
BMI
BMI AVG: 32.93
DIAGNOSIS (TKR)

97.45% O.A.
ALL POLY
YEAR WISE

PATELLA REPLACEMENT

- 51.64% PATELLA REPLACED
- 48.36% PATELLA NOT REPLACED
MARKET PENETRATION (TKR)
REVISION TKR (1557)
THR YEAR WISE (17,124)
AGE DISTRIBUTION (THR)
MALE Vs FEMALE

Avg Age Male: 50.21 Yr
Avg Age Female: 55.45 Yr
BMI
AVG BMI: 27.59
DIAGNOSIS

[VALUE]

- AVN
- ANKY SPONDY
- RA
- FAILED HEMI
- # DISLOCATION
- FAILED TC/IT
- DYSPLASIA
- FR NECK
- PRIMARY OA
- OTHERS
Use of Double Mobility Cup Last 5 Years (n=477)
MARKET PENETRATION (THR)
REVISION THR (1306)
REASON FOR REVISION

- Aseptic loosening: 68.12%
- Dislocations: 12.26%
- Infection: 19.62%